
T
he higher education subcommittee of the Indiana
Government Efficiency Commission was given
a daunting task: evaluate the effectiveness of
Indiana’s public colleges and universities.

The panel divided its work into two parts.
One was determining the efficiency of

individual institutions by comparing them to their peers. The
general conclusion – looking at revenues, expenditures and other
financial considerations – was that the state’s college and universities
are individually doing a good job.

The second question focused on overall effectiveness of the
higher education system. The primary guideline used was whether
current efforts were most effectively contributing to the long-range
economic good of the state. The determination was that the system
as a whole was not converting enough ideas into products and services
and not adequately preparing Hoosiers for the high-salary jobs of
the 21st century.

Coming together to discuss the report and the issues that
surround it are:

Praiseworthy effort
Dickeson, who works for Indianapolis-based Lumina but

lives in Colorado and has work experience in a variety of locations,
says a number of states have tried similar evaluation efforts. Some

of the obstacles have been the lack of a statewide scope or the work
being completed by the existing higher education commission
within the state.

“I don’t know of a better report than the one that came out of
this particular committee,” he praises. “They have not only called
attention to areas that could stand improvement, or to problems,

but they developed solutions. We should be pleased that Indiana
has this kind of report, which I would recommend as a blueprint
for the future.”

Jischke and Fulton are also complimentary of the report,
although each questions a few of the statistical analyses and/or
final interpretations. The Purdue president says many of the
recommendations are already being implemented in West
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Lafayette and across the state.
The areas of agreement, Jischke lists, include: conclusions

on institutional efficiency relative to peers; increased research
and graduate education at West Lafayette and Bloomington;
enhancing K-12 education
and focusing remediation
into the community college
system; clear, focused missions
for all institutions; importance
of access and affordability;
and the emphasis on student
success in graduation as an
appropriate measure of
effectiveness.

“The comment I would
make is they’re already
happening. Every single one of these recommendations that I
have agreed with are already being implemented within
Indiana higher education,” declares Jischke, adding that
Purdue/West Lafayette has capped its enrollment for the last
decade, is increasing admission standards, growing its research
program and reducing remediation. “No remediation goes on
at West Lafayette at all.”

Fulton notes he typically has a sense of trepidation when
first picking up a new higher education report, but says, “I
thought there were some very important issues raised that
have not been adequately discussed in the last five or six years
in regard to community colleges.”

Where the money goes
Two major areas of contention in the report are the perceived

trade-off of state funding from the research universities (Indiana,
Purdue and potentially IUPUI) to the community college system
and the impact of the state’s longstanding emphasis on the
awarding of bachelor degrees.

Jischke declares, “I don’t think the resident students at West
Lafayette ought to subsidize the increased access to the community
college.” Purdue, he admits, is low compared to its peers in
research dollars, but “state funding is a foundation to allow us to
compete for those research dollars.” A fear is that any reduction
in our “relatively low support per student will limit our ability
to compete more effectively for the research dollars.”

The reasons for the potential reallocation, according to
the report: 59% of Indiana’s public, full-time undergraduate
enrollment is in research and doctoral granting universities
compared to a 31% national average; and Indiana leads the
nation with 74% (50% U.S. average) of state and local
higher education funds allocated to those research and
doctoral granting institutions.

Reilly does not dispute Jischke’s assertion that many
positive changes are already happening. The subcommittee
chair calls Purdue the “most important engine to save the
economy of this state.” The emphasis on enhancing federal
research funding, Reilly says, turned into a media debate on
the ratio of graduates to undergraduates – with the perceived
loss of funding if fewer undergraduates attend Indiana and Purdue.

“Clearly, we were not advocating
a reduction in funding to the major
research institutions,” Reilly explains.
“We were addressing the question of
where that funding should come from.
If we were going to be working with
zero budgets or negative budgeting
in the whole higher education system
and we had to get going in the
community colleges, there was only
one place to go. It’s for the same
reason that Willie Sutton robbed

banks; you had to go to the people who
had the money.

“We were saying it’s the two ends
of the spectrum. We’re not getting as

much research done as we need and we don’t have the quality
community college effort on the other end. The place where
baccalaureate education would grow would be on the regional
campuses and at (Ball State, Indiana State, University of Southern
Indiana).”

Jischke reports that Purdue’s West Lafayette campus has
80% undergrads and 20% graduate students, “not unusual for
a public university,” with the growth coming on the graduate
side of the equation.

Dickeson calls the high percentage of the state’s undergraduate
students enrolled at Indiana and Purdue an inverted pyramid.
“I see everything from 25% to 40% in terms of the graduate
professional enrollments at public universities. That can’t be
done overnight, but (moving in that direction) makes a lot of
sense for both the research universities.”

When reading the report, Fulton says he sensed a tenor that
the state was producing too many bachelor degree graduates.
Jischke adds that it’s not too many graduates, but “an economy
whose structure doesn’t command a high enough percentage
of baccalaureate degrees.” He also notes that those bachelor
degree students who might be diverted from Indiana and Purdue
may well look out-of-state, thus reducing the number of Indiana
degree recipients and adding to the “brain drain” problem.

“We’re not saying we want to reduce the number of
baccalaureates,” Reilly responds, “but what we did say is we
think there is a disproportionate level of importance given to
the baccalaureate degree versus the
range of activities that need to go on

“If this system grows … if
we’re all more engaged in
economic development,
does anyone seriously
think that the system
doesn’t require additional
resources?”

– Martin Jischke
Purdue University

“The most important thing that
we at the regional campus can
do in collaboration with Ivy
Tech and in collaboration with
the K-12 system is improve
the achievement levels of our
students at the K-12 level.”

– David Fulton
Indiana Univeristy-East
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in higher education.”
Dickeson points out that Indiana has made significant improvements in its percentage of the

adult population with a bachelor’s degree or higher, but still trails its Midwest competitors and
the national average. “I didn’t see anything in the report that backed off the need for us to continue
to press for a more educated populace. It’s just the nuance that Tom identified that we need to
be pushing for improvements at all levels.”

Funding dilemma
All agree that the community college system will – and must – continue

to grow to fill unmet needs. With that comes the need for additional
resources. As growth has taken place at the regional campuses, for example,
Jischke says the state has not always been able to fully fund the enrollment
growth formula. 

The Efficiency Commission, by nature of its name and task, was looking
for ways to save money, not spend more. If the sought-after results are
going to be achieved, however, no new money is not a realistic assumption,
according to Jischke.

“If this system grows, particularly the community college in terms of enrollment, if the research
universities grow in terms of research, if we’re all more engaged in economic development, does
anyone seriously think that the system doesn’t require additional resources?” 

Reilly doesn’t disagree, but does believe that the cost per student in the higher education
system will drop as the community college system develops. Why? Because Indiana is educating
more of its students in the more expensive research venues. He says the simple calculation of
dividing the total number of students by the total number of dollars reveals that Illinois (with its
extensive community college system) has a 30% to 40% lower cost per student.

“Our thought with the research institutions was that they need to be freed up,” Reilly elaborates.
“If they get the ball rolling, the money will follow them. The money will come so that there can
be some reallocation, not a lot, but some reallocation of dollars over time into the community
college system.”

Dickeson has doubts about the ability to reallocate resources. He hopes a large reallocation
of students does not take place as the enhanced community college system should tap into students
who are currently not pursuing higher education. That growth, of course, will only add to the
call for increased resources.

The experts believe more local money could be part of the mix.
Reilly says local tax support for community colleges in many areas across the nation increases

the degree of involvement and enthusiasm from the local residents. Jischke, who worked in Iowa
before coming to Purdue, recalls that locally based taxes were the largest source (approximately 50%) of
community college funding.

“I realize it’s not very popular to talk about new taxes, whether they’re state or local,”
Dickeson comments. “But I believe that there’s some untapped potential
there that ought to be looked at.”

In a separate interview with Ivy Tech officials (story begins on Page 14),
President Gerald Lamkin says he would never support a local property tax
to be used for such purposes. Chuck Harris, vice president for development,
adds that given Indiana’s current strong reliance on property taxes, that
option is “not realistic” or “good public policy.” He adds that potentially
using local economic development income taxes to help fund the community
colleges would be an approach that could stimulate economic development.

Fulton notes that local communities are already involved through
other funding mechanisms.

“The community colleges in the various regions are there because the
local community wanted it there. IU-East is there because the local community
wanted it there,” he asserts. “There is a great deal of commitment to our
institutions, and there is a great deal of money that is being raised.” Businesses
are playing a key role, Fulton notes, in helping provide educational opportunities.

“I didn’t see anything in the report
that backed off the need for us to
continue to press for a more educated
populace. It’s just the nuance …
that we need to be pushing for
improvements at all levels.” 

– Bob Dickeson
Lumina Foundation for Education

“We were saying it’s
the two ends of the
spectrum. We’re not
getting as much
research done as we
need and we don’t
have the quality community college
effort on the other end.”

– Tom Reilly
Government Efficiency Commission
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Additional issues
There appears to be no end to the challenges. Issues ranging

from K-12 preparation and tuition costs to the necessity of making
improvements on a region-by-region basis were discussed.

A 2002 Wayne County study quickly identified the need
to improve K-12 education, Fulton reports, with the community
taking the issue quite seriously. “The most important thing that
we at the regional campus can do in collaboration with Ivy
Tech and in collaboration with the K-12 system is improve the
achievement levels of our students at the K-12 level so they
can go on to whichever form of higher education they find
most appropriate.”

Dickeson offers that if higher education institutions had a
minimum requirement of only admitting students who complete
the Core 40 curriculum, a strong message would be sent to K-12
decision-makers.

The cost of a college education is one of the key concerns
for the Lumina Foundation. Despite the needs for additional
funding, Dickeson advises that the source should not be increased
tuition and fees. “We have to be thinking about what we’re doing
to low-income families when we do that, further foreclosing
some opportunities.” 

Institutional financial aid has outgrown recent tuition increases
at Purdue, Jischke points out. Combined with additional tax
benefits, “We can make a case that in inflation-discounted dollars,
the cost is what it was 10 years ago. Higher tuition to be sure,

but higher financial aid as well.”
The report also contends that a one-size-fits-all approach

will not work. Reilly says a variety of circumstances dictate
one-by-one, region-by-region solutions. He knows this won’t be
easy, but in areas with adjacent regional and community college
campuses, some joint administration could yield efficiencies.
It’s important, he adds, to “not put the community college into
a situation where it’s at arm’s length with the regional campuses.”

Regionalization, he continues, should also include strong
local community involvement and decision-making in the Ivy
Tech regional boards. The result will be various strong qualities
emerging in each campus, Reilly believes.

Positive outlook
The challenges are many. Yet, at the end of the day, optimism

reigns.
“I think we have seen the emergence of a pretty broad

consensus in Indiana that education is absolutely pivotal to our
future, that we need a differentiated system that in totality meets
all the higher education needs of our state,” Jischke surmises.
“The dilemma we have as we try to grow this system is how
do we find the resources to make it happen.

“I may have some disagreement on a detail or two with this
report, but overwhelmingly the areas of agreement are very
broad, and I think they are the foundation for progress. So I’m
an optimist in all of this.”

Reilly places himself in the optimist
category also. “I think that a number of
factors have come together in the last five
or six years to dispel the really poor attitude
that people had toward higher education.”

It’s time for optimism, Dickeson
remarks. “It does take a concerted effort by
a large group of people and it certainly calls
on not just higher education leadership, but
government leaders to come together and
pull this off. This report goes a long way
toward providing the credibility that is needed.”

Fulton has a little more of a wait-and-
see approach, hoping to see the issues discussed
and considered at both the state and local
levels. The positive attitudes of the other
panelists “make me a little more optimistic
than I was when I came into this room.”
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